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A WIN FOR THE AGES!
Para Vista’s A-Grade side has enjoyed a stunning
start to the 2016-17 summer, opening a new home
pavilion and knocking off the reigning premiers in
their opening match at Edward Smith Reserve,
thanks to a thrilling century from Tim Hodson.
Bowling first with a largely undermanned attack
(Jarrad McLeod, Simon Wilson and Aaron Burgess all
recovering from injury and Jason O’Regan freshly
retired), captain Marc Cossens had to be creative with
his bowling combinations. Luke McLeod was given the
new rock, and in a break-out spell for the Goat Herders,
announced himself to the competition as a player to
watch. Drawing on the game time he chalked up during
a winter filled with indoor cricket, McLeod struck early,
skittling a Rose Park opener before the score had
reached double figures. At the other end, Zac Edwards
was trundling in and hurling them down, trying
desperately to maintain an accurate line and length
throughout. Captain Cossens maintained his faith in
Zinger, and it was rewarded a short time later, when the
other Rose Park opener holed out a pull shot to Hodson
at mid-wicket.
From there, debutant Siddharth Puri was given a bowl,
in partnership with Hodson, and both came close to
snaring wickets, as skied shots landed within metres of
the despairing fielders. It wasn’t until Cossens brought
Jonathan Smith into the attack that wickets began to
fall, Gopi Bhujbal combining with Smith to dismiss the
valued wicket of Greg Kells, who joined Rose Park from
Para Vista at the end of last season. Bhujbal ran into the
covers to snaffle a spinning, fizzing high ball from the
blade of Kells and the home side were very much
relieved. A short time later, Aaron Burgess hung onto a
firmly struck catch at mid-on, to gift Smith his second
wicket. At the other end, Hodson clean bowled the
opposition number six, before Smith combined with
McLeod on the boundary to dismiss the big-hitting
number seven.

Marc Cossens brought
himself on to bowl at the
death, and thanks to another
spectacular catch from
Bhujbal, claimed the vital
wicket of the Rose Park
number three. In his next
over, Cossens clean bowled
a tail-ender, and then it only
took five balls from Phillip
Atkins to dismiss Rose Park, providing another catch to
Bhujbal, and then one to Zac Edwards to wrap up the
opposition innings. The Goat Herders left the field satisfied
that they’d bowled out a side for 155 in under 40 overs, but
never expected what would unfold in the next 38.2 overs.
Para Vista started the innings streakily, struggling to cope
with the accurate bowling of the Rose Park opening bowlers.
Jonathan Smith and David Gardner were both dismissed for
a duck within balls of each other in the early overs, and when
captain Cossens and Gumnut Atkins departed soon after, the
Goat Herders were tottering at 4/57 shortly before the
drinks break. The majority of the runs until that point had
flowed awkwardly from the bat of Tim Hodson (pictured),
who rode a wave of luck and a couple of missed chances to
keep Para Vista in the game.
Hodson was joined at the crease by Tim Wilson, who
managed to hold up an end for a good chunk of overs.
Although Wilson would only contribute four runs to the total,
a 45-run partnership with Hodson, who began to find the
middle of his bat with regularity, became a turning point in
the match.
When Wilson departed, Bhujbal filled the hole he left with
aplomb, holding up an end in a 34-run partnership that
brought Hodson within sight of a century, and the Goat
Herders within sight of an unlikely victory. As the overs
began to dry out Hodson lifted another gear. Some astute
juggling of the batting order back in the pavilion saw Luke
McLeod striding out to join Hodson when Bhujbal departed,
and McLeod was just as solid as his predecessors,
contributing another 30-run partnership for the seventh
wicket. A flurry of boundaries had Hodson raising his bat, and
a short time later, the Goat Herders were celebrating wildly
on the boundary as some quick running between the wickets
notched the winning runs.
The victory was full of heart, and will go down as one of Para
Vista’s best in many seasons. Each and every player filled
their role superbly when they were needed, and did so with a
sense of fun. Here’s to a few more!
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ROUND TWO: A’S BEATEN, BUT NOT BROKEN

Buoyed by their win over Rose Park in the opening round of the 201617 season, Para Vista headed back to Edward Smith Reserve, ready to
take on another Grand Finalist from last summer, Adelaide Lutheran.
In the absence of a coin, captain Marc Cossens agreed with his opposing
number that Para Vista should bowl first and headed out in the cool and
damp conditions with the aim of restricting the Bulldogs to a modest total.
In the huddle, captain Cossens urged the team to play with a sense of fun
and friendship, given the turbulence that some of his players had been
facing in their work and personal life in the preceding weeks.
Simon Wilson took the new ball in his first appearance for the summer,
assisted by Luke McLeod from the southern end. Both bowled with pace
and tidiness in the opening overs, as the Adelaide Lutheran openers
appeared to scratch around at the crease for a time. It would be Luke
McLeod that would claim the first wicket, after a tactical change of ends, his
victim shouldering arms to a ball that seamed back and stayed low,
removing the off-stump with a brilliant piece of bowling. Unfortunately,
McLeod’s wicket would be the only joy experienced by the Para Vista
attack until much later in the afternoon, as the remaining Adelaide
Lutheran opener and his number three counterpart began to build a
considerable partnership. Cossens changed up the bowling, introducing
Tim Hodson and Aaron Burgess to the attack. Both bowled tidily, forcing
a couple of false shots from either batsman during their spells, but both
would sadly go unrewarded, Adelaide Lutheran passing triple figures
shortly before the tea break.
After tea, the opening bowlers were brought back into the fold, and the
move reapt immediate results. A firmly struck drive from the bowling of
Luke McLeod had Phillip Atkins reeling in a tremendous catch at mid-off,
gifting McLeod and Para Vista their second wicket for the afternoon. The
removal of the opposition number three only brought about more
frustration for the Goat Herders, as Adelaide Lutheran soon began to build
another handy partnership. Captain Cossens, in an attempt to find someone
that could take a bag of wickets, began to share the ball around, first trying
himself, Jonathan Smith and Phillip Atkins with limited success. Smith was
tidy as always, conceding only 16 runs from his five overs, but the batsmen
went after Atkins and Cossens and the run-rate began to climb.
Four overs from Peter O’Brien soon seemed to do the trick, Atkins
pocketing another superb catch to poke a foothold in the Adelaide
Lutheran innings, but sadly the game seemed to move further away from
Para Vista as the afternoon wore on. Having tried some seven bowlers,
Cossens threw the ball to A-Grade debutant Ben Gardner, newly dubbed
“Eggs Benny” by his team-mates. The youngest Gardner bowled with
concentration and a nagging length throughout the next eight overs and it
wasn’t long before he claimed his first Division One wicket for the Goat
Herders, via a high catch to Simon Wilson at deep mid-wicket. The score
had already passed 250 by that stage, but the Para Vista boys celebrated
Gardner’s first wicket with aplomb.
Only balls later, Gardner drew another skied shot and Jonathan Smith clung
on to complete his second wicket. At the other end, Burgess was brought
back into the attack, as has become customary late in the day for Para
Vista, and was able to draw a skied shot from an Adelaide Lutheran
batsman, easily grasped by Simon Wilson again at deep mid-wicket. Sadly,
by this time, the total had ballooned to 6/299 from 65 overs, and the Goat
Herders trudged from the field on the first day, somewhat disheartened by
the big total notched by Adelaide Lutheran.

Day Two presented a breezy, but sunny spring afternoon, and with it,
another stirring team talk from captain Cossens, who this time
encouraged his batsmen to simply forget the scoreboard and try to
spend ample time in the middle. Short two players due to unforeseen
circumstances, the team resolved to bat their 65 overs by whichever
means, and Atkins and Hodson padded up to lead the charge.
Unfortunately for both, their stay at the crease would be short-lived.
Hodson’s stumps were sent cartwheeling only balls into the match and
Gumnut copped a beautiful ball which trapped him adjacent. Barely
balls after Atkins departed, Gopi Bhujbal would join him, his delivery
heading down leg, but swinging back to remove the off-stump. At 3/10
in the opening overs, Para Vista seemed a long way away from batting
until the end of play.
Enter: Jonathan Smith and Marc Cossens. The pair set about laying a
strong foundation for the rest of the innings, carefully negotiating the
early overs, and then simply looking to push singles as the game
opened up. Their concentration for the best part of thirty overs was
incredible, blunting the Adelaide Lutheran attack and digging in for as
long as they could. Testament to the steadiness of Smith, the vast
majority of his scoring shots were boundaries, leaving and blocking
anything pitched up, but pouncing on the rare short balls, to pull and
hook, along the ground, all the way to the square boundaries. At tea,
both were nearing half centuries and looking to “double up” and
reassess the game situation in the dying the overs.
Sadly, neither would get that opportunity. As Smith and Cossens tried
to lift the run-rate, a few streaky shots flew from their blades, and both
were dismissed in identical fashion (a skied shot down the ground), for
identical scores of 61 each. Luke McLeod would follow soon after,
hitting a return catch to a slow bowler he just didn’t quite know what
to do with, and with two wickets in hand and some 25 overs still to
play, the danger of Para Vista fielding again with nine players loomed
large. Only stubborn stands from Tim Wilson and Aaron Burgess, and
then Wilson and Ben Gardner could stave off what seemed inevitable.
Wilson found the steely staying power for which he has been searching
in previous seasons, trying to manipulate the bowling onto the ground
at every opportunity and take cheeky singles, rather than swinging in
hope. Burgess was customarily obstinate at the other end, leaving
anything outside the line and defending with resolution. The pair
lasted some fifteen overs before Burgess was judged adjacent and Ben
Gardner headed in to finish the job that Burgess had begun.
It wasn’t until the last ball of the match that Wilson would swing out,
and he was duly bowled, but the aim for the day was achieved, Para
Vista finishing all out 207, but satisfied that it had taken the full
measure of 65 overs to do so.
The Goat Herders A-Grade side will now travel to Terama Street over
the next two weeks, for a must-win encounter with Enfield.

A-GRADE RESULTS
Round One: Para Vista A 6/156 (Hodson 107*) defeated Rose Park A 155
(Smith 3/19, Atkins 2/2, Cossens 2/10).
Round Two: Para Vista A 207 (Cossens 61, Smith 61, T.Wilson 31) were
defeated by Adelaide Lutheran A 6/299 (L.McLeod 2/23, B.Gardner
2/50).

NEXT MATCH VERSUS ENFIELD (AWAY) NOVEMBER 5TH & 12TH
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NARROW LOSS, BUT B’S ALIVE AND KICKING!
FULL REPORT: CAPTAIN BRENTON STARKE
On a bright, sunny day, the Para Vista B-Grade opened its
season full of hope and optimism with a one day match against
Rose Park at St Paul's High School.
New captain Brenton Starke won the toss and with a few new
players in the side, elected to field first on an oval that had very long
grass. With the A-grade not starting until the following week, a good
crowd of players and their families came out to watch Michael
Gale, Ash Martin, Roger Wilkins, and Haider Ali all stride onto
the park to debut for the Goat Herders.
Tossing the new cherry to Zac Edwards to start, the baby giraffe at
first struggled to find his rhythm sending down five wides in his
first three overs before hitting his straps to clean bowl a concrete
footed Rose Park opener for the first wicket of the season. After
impressing in pre-season training, Ash Martin shared the new ball
responsibilities and was tight early, narrowly missing a couple of
chances to snare his first pole for Para Vista. He did not have to wait
too much longer though, and in his fifth over snared the Parkers
number three, his stumps sent flying. Ash Martin would end up with
1/18 off his six overs in an impressive debut.
Another newcomer to the Goat Herders family, Haider Ali, was
thrown the ball to make his mark on the game. Eager to play and full
of energy, young Ali proceeded to rush through his first couple of
overs before he too settled into a rhythm. He was soon rewarded
with his first wicket for Para Vista via a catch to Ben Gardner,
quickly followed by his second a couple of overs later from a catch
by Zac Edwards.
While Ali was making inroads at one end, late inclusion Phil Atkins
was given the opportunity to bowl his leg-spin from the other. Using
the wind to full effect, he bowled accurately and intelligently but
without much luck, beating the bat numerous times but finding no
success, Rose Park 4/68 at the halfway mark.
Wanting to make further inroads into the opposition batting order,
Edwards was brought back on for his remaining overs and despite
some steep bounce and lift, was unable to find himself another
wicket, but finishing with two maidens and tidy figures of 1/29 off
his eight allotted overs. Needing to use a fifth bowler, Brenton
Starke took the bowl himself and began his spell into the wind,
planning to bowl the remaining overs from that end while rotating
his other bowlers downwind. Atkins completed his eight overs,
unluckily taking some tap in his last couple but also snaring a
stumping by Ian Martin to finish with 1/36.
With Starke taking a wicket and keeping it tight from one end, Ali
came back to finish bowling his overs and continued to produce the
goods. Twice in two overs he combined with some good catching
from Gopi Bhujbal to grab wickets while not conceding many runs
to finish with excellent figures of 4/17.

It was a stunning debut from the young bowler, sure to fill him
with confidence for the coming year. Starke (3/7) cleaned up
the number ten and when the last stubborn Rose Park batsman
lost his pegs chasing runs, the innings came to a close, the total
110.
With great purpose, Para Vista opening batsman Ian Martin and
Michael Gale strode to the crease keen to make a good start in
the run chase. Unfortunately for Gale, he was returning soon
after being caught for 2, followed by Pete Gardner, who was
bowled by a good ball. Ian Martin (11) and Gopi Bhujbal quickly
joined their teammates back on the sideline and before anyone
knew it, Para Vista was reeling at 4/14. It was left to Atkins and
young Ben Gardner to attempt a rescue mission and they
successfully negotiated the remaining overs to drinks, the Goat
Herders 4/36 after 20 overs.
Needing four runs per over on a slow outfield against an
accurate bowling attack was not going to be easy, and soon Ben
(4) perished trying to lift the run rate. While not making many
runs, he showed that he could grit out a tough situation and it
provides him a good platform to build his season on. More
wickets fell quickly, and when Atkins was bowled for a well
made 20, Para Vista were struggling at 7/48.
Ash Martin joined his captain at the crease and was given clear
instructions to play his natural game. Some clean hitting and a
couple of sixes later, he departed for an entertaining 19 that
had threatened to change the course of the game. Roger Wilkins
came out, dug in his heels and frustrated the Rose Park bowlers
that were looking for a quick kill. Unluckily bowled off his legs,
he shared in a 15 run partnership with Starke, and despite not
scoring, Roger provided solid support. Unfortunately when the
skipper was out next over trying to hit out for 15, Para Vista
were all out for 86, still 24 runs short.
While the result of the match did not go the way that they
would have wanted, there were a lot of positives to take out of
the initial game of the season. Spirits and enthusiasm were high
in the field, new players showed that they would be solid
contributors to the side, and off-field support from fellow
clubmates and their families showed that everyone is part of
one club.
It is with this positive atmosphere that the Para Vista B grade
would approach their round 2 encounter against a young
Enfield side that boasted some high quality players.
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ROUND TWO: GOOD BOWLING, NOT GOOD BATTING
FULL REPORT BY IAN MARTIN

A spirited performance with the ball
was not enough to overcome Para
Vista’s woes with the bat in the BGrade’s Round Two clash with Enfield
at Terama Reserve on October 15th.
Ian Martin won the toss as acting captain
for the game and decided to bowl first.
Ashley Martin and Pete O’Brien opened
the attack with a tight line and length.
Ashley took the first two wickets of the
innings thanks to great catches from
Kiran Kumar and Ben Gardner.
Ali Haider was the next to strike, picking up the third wicket by clean bowling a stubborn Enfield opener,
despite arriving at the match under a cloud of illness. All in all, it was a fruitful first ten overs for Para Vista B,
restricting Enfield to seventeen runs for the loss of three wickets.
Enfield rallied from that point, putting together a useful little partnership for the fourth wicket. Captain Martin
turned to Aaron Timm for a roll and the move reaped immediate results, picking up two wickets in his first
over, and settling the ship a little for the Goat Herders. From there, Enfield managed to build another
partnership until Dillip Baptist bowled a known Enfield A-Grade player, who was looking very dangerous at
the time. Kiran Kumar was thrown the ball to clean up the tail, claiming three wickets, but he and Ben Gardner
were also called upon again to take another catch each, to add to their fine work earlier in the innings. Enfield
dismissed for 126, Ashley Martin 2/18 from seven overs, Pete Gardner 0/3 from four, Ali 1/16 from 4, Baptist
1/42 from eight, and the pick of the bowlers, Timm 3/33 off eight and Kumar 3/13 from 6.1 overs.
Ian Martin and Michael Gale opened the batting, but Martin’s stay at the crease was short-lived, bowled for four
in the early overs. Michael and Ben Gardner then dug their heels in before Michael was dismissed for 11. When
Kiran Kumar departed for a quick-fire four, the scoring rate dropped off considerably, Para Vista 3/29 at the
half-way point of their innings.
When the time came to put the foot down, Ben was
dismissed for a hard earned 16. Dillip was next to go,
managing only six runs and Aaron Timm made a handy
11 runs, but when they were dismissed, the rest of the
batsmen fell in quick succession in the pursuit of quick
runs, bowled out in the 34th over for 68.
The side will look to turn the strike over in the next few
matches, alleviating the pressure to make quick runs.

B-GRADE RESULTS
Round One: Para Vista B 86 (Atkins 20) were defeated by Rose Park B
110 (Ali 4/17, Starke 3/9).
Round Two: Para Vista B 68 were defeated by Enfield D 126 (Kumar
3/13, Timm 3/13, A.Martin 2/18).
Round Three: Para Vista B 114 (D.Gardner 40, P.Gardner 20) were
defeated by Adelaide Lutheran B 5/268 (Kumar 2/45).

NEXT MATCH VERSUS N2LCC (HOME) NOVEMBER 5TH & 12TH

PROUD SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS OF PARA VISTA LUTHERAN CRICKET CLUB

O’BRIEN
QUALITY
STONE

RESTORATION
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ROUND THREE: B’S BEATEN BY THE BULLDOGS
FULL REPORT: CAPTAIN BRENTON STARKE
After 2 losses in the first 2 games, the Para Vista B-grade side
travelled to the city to face a tough away match against
Adelaide Lutheran. Having a stronger bowling line up the first
week, and a stronger batting line up the second, Brenton
Starke had no hesitation is choosing to bowl first when the toss
on the coin fell in his favour.
Opening the bowling with a strong breeze at his back, Zac Edwards
struggled to find a good length with many balls flying at and over
the heads of the batsmen. It wasn't until his fourth over that he
found a couple in a good range and was rewarded by hitting the
stumps, the Adelaide Lutheran opener almost surprised that one
landed in his half of the pitch! Ashley Martin was tasked with the
new ball duties into the breeze but sensing his discomfort and an
opportunity to change the pace, Kiran Kumar was quickly brought
into the attack and with his mixed paces, a chance presented itself
straight away. A skied catch to mid-off was superbly taken by
Ashley Martin despite the breeze trying to take it further away from
him. Replacing Edwards with the ball, Martin continued to probe
good areas with the breeze at his back, drinks taken with the
opposition 2/37.
At this point Para Vista seemed to be on top, but things only went
downhill afterward. Surviving a couple of dropped chances and a
couple of very strong lbw shouts, the two set batsman set about
establishing a partnership for the third wicket that would begin to
take the control of the game away from the Goat Herders. Haider
Ali (0/22 off 4) and Dilip Baptist (0/18 off 5) struggled to find
good areas, and despite some tight bowling from Starke (0/9 off 6)
at the other end, no more wickets fell before the tea interval and the
score progressed to 97.
Searching for a vital wicket, Edwards (1/28 off 12) and Kumar
(2/45 off 11) were brought back into the attack but it was some
overs before the third wicket fell, Kumar claiming the wicket from
the batsman as he was accelerating the scoring rate, 3/129. Despite
the best efforts of the Goat Herders, unfortunately no more wickets
fell until the penultimate over of the day. Ash Martin (0/56 off 12)
bowled himself into the ground, Pete Gardner (0/32 off 7) tried his
spinners, Tim Cox (0/4 off 3) couldn't break through, and with five
overs left in the day it was decided to try the left-armers of Michael
Gale and the mystery balls of a surprised Roger Wilkins. As luck
would have it, a low full toss was hit straight to the square leg
fielder (Gale) who took a low, tumbling catch to give Roger (1/22
off 2) not only his first wicket for the club, but his first wicket ever
in his career. He was unlucky not to follow it with a second minutes
later but the chance was spilled. Not to be outdone, Michael Gale
took his first wicket for the club on the last ball of the day, finishing
with 1/22 off three and a long day in the field came to an end,
Adelaide Lutheran posting an imposing 5/268.

With warm conditions greeting the players for the second
week, it was hoped that a spirited fight was going to shown by
the Para Vista batsman, and until the tea interval, that's exactly
what happened. Gale and Ian Martin opened the innings with
what appeared to calm minds and confident stroke play, taking
the score to 31 before Martin had one penetrate his defenses
on 17. To the crease strode second week selection David
Gardner, looking to find some form and re-establish himself
into the Para Vista A-grade. Starting a bit nervous and shaky,
he was ably guided by Gale from the other end with words of
encouragement, and it was unlucky that Gale found himself
caught out on the stroke of drinks for 16.
Joining David at the crease, Pete Gardner looked assured from
the outset, cutting balls and frustrating the bowlers with his
strokes off his stumps. Meanwhile at the other end David
started to find his groove, driving and cutting the ball with
ease. A 65 run partnership over 23 overs was building a solid
platform for the following batsman to capitalize upon after the
tea interval, the score a healthy 2/104.
Instead of giving the target score a real shake, it was all oneway traffic after the break, wickets tumbling at a vast rate of
knots. Pete was the first to depart, mistiming a shot and being
caught for a well made 20. Dilip Baptist came and went quickly
and Kumar played over one, the strong position evaporating
quickly. When David Gardner was bowled by a ball that stayed
low next over for and excellent 40, he had shown that his form
was on the improve and that his talent should see him regain
his place in the A-grade side in the not too distant future.
Starke lasted one ball, Wilkins seeing off the hat-trick and
scoring his first club run. The tail was wrapped up quickly and
Para Vista found themselves shot out for 114, losing their last
seven wickets for just ten runs.
Wanting to give his tailenders a bat, the Adelaide Lutheran
captain seeked to extend play for an hour. This gave Tim Cox a
chance to bowl a longer spell and without any pressure he
found himself a wicket, finishing with 1/15 off 5 overs in the
second innings. Kumar (1/14) also grabbed a wicket, and there
was much interest in seeing if Ian Martin or David Gardner
could bag themselves one from the remaining handful of overs.
Ashley Martin, sub fielding in the second week, was a
humorous sight in borrowed pants and shirt that were many
sizes too big for him, and the day closed with ALCC at 2/66.
Needing to regroup and work hard at training, the B-grade
next face a two day game against Never2Late CC in what will
be our first home game of the season.

PARA VISTA LUTHERAN CRICKET CLUB
PROUDLY PRESENTS OUR THIRD ANNUAL

GOLF DAY
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 27th, TEE OFF AT 9AM
VALLEY VIEW GOLF CLUB

TICKETS $20

COVERS GREEN FEES, CLUB HIRE AND
BARBECUE AT THE NINETEENTH HOLE!

DRINKS AVAILABLE
AT PVLCC PRICES
NEAREST THE PIN PRIZES,
RAFFLES… AND MUCH MORE!
LIMITED ADMISSION!
CONTACT GUMNUT
TO SECURE YOUR SPOT!
PH: 0408 966 135

